Skypebble ®- The perfect finish for renovations as well as new pools.

the world’s most
trusted pool finish

From our exclusive deposits in New Zealand, pebbles are processed
and shipped around the world using methods fully licensed by the
New Zealand government and approved by environmental agencies.
We are extremely environmentally conscious throughout the whole
process to reduce any pollutant bi-product and harmful emissions.

Ebony

An Australian success story - Skypebble ®
Pebble swimming pool interiors were originally developed and patented by Mutual Pools which was Australia’s leading swimming pool builder in
the 1970’s through to the 1990’s. The principals of Mutual Pools took the technology to the far greater swimming pool market in the USA under
the banner of Pebble Technology Inc. (Pebbletec®). The company expanded rapidly and reinvested its profits into research and development
including undertaking a worldwide search for specialized pebble suitable and appealing for swimming pool interiors. This search led to quarries in
New Zealand where pebble of outstanding colour and beauty was being marketed to the growing pebble interior market in Australia under the
Skypebble® brand.

Tropical Jade

Paradise Beach

Arctic White

• A pool with a natural and pleasing texture
• Extreme durability and reliability
• Slip-resistant surface
• Easy to clean and maintain
Skypebble® uniquely combines natural beauty with exceptional value.
With a colour range limited only by your imagination, Skypebble®
provides naturally inspired beauty and durability.

Colour of pebble interiors in the printing and
samples shown on this brochure may vary due to
numerous factors including but not limited to the
printing process and to natural product variations.

Arctic White

Hawaiian Lagoon
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1300 858 319
info@skypebble.com.au
www.skypebble.com.au

The information and samples in this brochure may
be modified or updated by the company without
prior notice.
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endless possibilities, only
limited by your imagination

Shimmering Sea Range
NEW S
for

Skypebble® use three sizes of pebbles which gives three
distinct finishes, Original Skypebble®, Skysheen® and
Pebbleglaze®.
A range of pebble colours create a unique variety of water
tones. The actual water colour is produced by the
refraction of light as it passes through water reflecting from
the pebble surface. As a result the shades deepen with
the pools depth to give the most natural look possible.

Tropical Jade

Marina Blue

Tahitian Jade

Hawaiian Blue

Caribbean Blue

Aqua Blue

Shimmering Sea
The new Shimmering Sea Range for Skysheen® adds vibrant
colours as well as a sparkle to the finish. The premixed and
blended material incorporates the tried and proven Skysheen®
material together with some glass beads and the secret
Shimmering Sea component that imbues an uplifting sparkle and
achieves the most beautiful finish imaginable.
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building a new pool
With a superior quality Skypebble® pool finish you are investing
in a durable, dependable and low-maintenance pool finish.
You're also installing the very best - backed by a company
renowned for its reputation and customer satisfaction.
When applied and hand crafted by competent installers,
Mother Nature's own creations plus cutting-edge technology
create a unique pool that will inspire a lifetime of luxurious
dreams.

renovating a pool

three distinct textures
MOST R
LA
POPUSH
I
FIN
A smaller grade of pebbles than Skypebble® Original
i l offer
fff a
finely textured feel and have the look of rich stone. As with
Skypebble® Original and Pebbleglaze®, It's a pool surface that
presents the flexible style you need to design a swimming pool
that truly reflects your lifestyle.

It's time to turn your old backyard pool into the resort
sanctuary you always envisioned. Conventional pool remodel
limitations are a thing of the past because Skypebble® Superior
Quality Pool Finishes all have unique, flexible design
characteristics that allow a pool to blend with landscaping,
water features and the surrounding environment.
Skypebble® products can be applied onto most existing pool
finishes as long as the shell of the pool is made from concrete.

commercial pools
Pool Builders and Landscape Architects alike support the
superior quality, product durability and ease of maintenance
found in a Skypebble®, Skysheen® or Pebbleglaze® pool finish
and agree the finishes are an ideal choice for commercial pool
& spa projects. Numerous resorts, hotels, schools and
amusement parks have taken advantage of the spectacular
beauty, expert quality control and premium pebbles that only a
pool finish by Skypebble® can provide.

Skypebble® Original - Skypebble® pool finishes deliver
natural elegance and long-lasting beauty. The original pebble
finish is made up of naturally polished and it’s unique
characteristics allow a pool to blend with landscaping and
water features creating the most natural environment available.

insist on Skypebble® by name.
Less than 1mm in size, the Pebbleglaze® pool finish
provides an incredibly smooth ultra modern surface.

Skypebble®, Skysheen®, and Pebbleglaze® superior quality pool finishes represent a standard of excellence by which all others are
measured. Once installed our carefully selected materials, when combined with cement, provide an unmatched combination that
results in the most durable, dependable and low maintenance quality pool finishes in the world - backed by a brand name you know
and trust. Skypebble® is wholly Australian owned.

DON’T BE FOOLED BY IMITATION.
When Skypebble® is being installed
in your pool ensure that the bags
are Skypebble® branded bags.
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